
CYBERSECURITY

Mozilla Releases Security Updates for Thunderbird and Firefox

Mozilla recently released security updates to address known vulnerabilities in their
Thunderbird and Firefox products. The Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency
(CISA) is recommending that the patches be applied because “a cyber threat actor could
exploit one of these vulnerabilities to take control of an affected system.” Read more

ENFORCEMENT + LITIGATION

FTC Prohibits InMarket Media from Selling Location Data

In a matter of weeks, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has settled another case
against a company it alleges tracks consumers and sells their “precise location data” to
third parties. This continues the FTC’s aggressive approach toward location-based
consumer data. Read more

DATA PRIVACY

California Privacy Protection Agency Launches New Website with Privacy Rights
Resources

Last week, the California Privacy Protection Agency (CPPA) launched a new
website dedicated to providing resources to California residents about their privacy rights
under the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). The purpose of this new website is
to serve as a central resource for residents to understand their rights and the actions that
they can take related to a variety of privacy issues. Read more

DRONES

CISA and FBI Issue Cybersecurity Guidance for the Use of Chinese-Manufactured
Drones

Last week, the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) and the Federal
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) released Cybersecurity Guidance: Chinese-Manufactured
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), which outlines the risks and threats posed by
Chinese-manufactured unmanned aerial systems (UAS or drones) and provides
cybersecurity safeguards to reduce these risks to networks and sensitive data.
Read more

Criminal Charges Filed Against Drone Operator in California

Last week, a federal complaint was filed against Andrew Hernandez in federal District
Court in California charging him with the unsafe operation of an unmanned aircraft (or
drone). The allegations against Hernandez include hindering a police investigation of a
burglary at a pharmacy. While a Los Angeles Police Department helicopter was heading
to the scene, it tried to avoid Hernandez’s drone, but it could not get around the drone’s
flight path and the drone struck the bottom of the LAPD helicopter. The helicopter had to
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make an emergency landing and suffered damage to the nose, antenna, and bottom
cowlings. Read more

PRIVACY TIP #386

What? Gen Z is Bigger Cybersecurity Risk than Boomers

Despite the common misconception that boomers are less tech-savvy than Gen Z, the
younger generation is targeted more often and is more prone to fall victim to online
scams than boomers. Find out more in today's Privacy Tip. Read more
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